In this paper I propose to analyse the binary notion of personal data and highlight its limits, in order to propose a different conception of personal data. From a risk regulation perspective, the binary notion of personal data is not particularly fit for purpose, considering that data collection and information flows are tremendously big and complex. As a result, the use of a binary system to determine the applicability of EU data protection law may be a simplistic approach. In an effort of bringing physics and law together, certain principles elaborated within the quantum theory are surprisingly applicable to data protection law, and can be used as guidance to shed light on many of today's data complexities. Lastly, I will discuss the implications and the effects that certain processing operations may have on the possibility of qualifying certain data as personal. In other terms, how the chances to identify certain data as personal is dependent upon the processing operations that a data controller might put in place.
Introduction
Personal data is any information related to an identified or identifiable natural person. 1 Sometimes it is obvious which information constitutes personal data; some other times the exercise becomes complex and may lead to unexpected results. The paramount principle upon which EU data protection law is based is the possibility of qualifying certain information as personal data. Whenever the piece of information carried by data can be separated from the physical person to whom that information refers, the rules and safeguards stemming from EU data protection law become inapplicable. In this sense, data is conceived as binary: it is either personal or not. The possibility of identifying, directly or indirectly, a person through a number of pieces of information -individual or combined -highlights the complexities that data protection experts are currently experiencing The definition we adopt is based on EU data protection law. See after the third section.
when dealing with technologies and techniques such as Big Data, 2 Cloud Computing, 3 data mining and collection of information through the Internet of Things (IoT). 4 Devices of all sorts around us are constantly collecting information to provide services, yet not all data collected falls within the category of personal data strictly speaking. This amount of non-personal information can, however, quickly lead to the identification of a physical person and reveal very personal aspects such as political orientation or sexual preferences. In this article, I propose to analyse the binary notion of personal data and highlight its limits in the current EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 5 Breyer v. Deutschland 6 shows that from a risk-regulation perspective, the binary notion is not particularly fit for purpose, considering that data collection and information flows are complex processes. This calls for a different conception of personal data, which should go beyond its binary definition, and instead, focus on its inherent, relative nature. Data could indeed be personal and non-personal at the same time: the relevant distinction can be made only in a specific moment, while putting the data in the context of processing operations carried out around it. This article, therefore, purports to show that the use of a binary system to determine the applicability of EU data protection law may be too simplistic an approach. For this purpose, it employs quantum mechanics as a guide to shed more light on the matter. At the beginning of 1900, when certain observations on matter could not be described through classical physics, physicists began thinking differently, and quantum mechanics arose as a new branch of physics. Interestingly, it seems that certain principles elaborated within quantum theory may be appropriate for describing data. By drawing inspiration from quantum mechanics, this article aims to ultimately overcome the binary notion of personal data and find a right balance in the application of EU data protection law. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that today it has become rather easy to identify a data subject due to the increasing affordability of certain processing operations and the tools to perform them.
Setting the Scene: We Live in a World of Data
The idea behind the quote 'Data is the new oil' 7 is elementary: oil was -and most likely still is -the basis of the world's economy during the twentieth century.
Refined to produce plastics, fuel and many other materials, oil can be converted into many different commodities. A legitimate question would be, what does oil have to do with data? Both commodities -oil and data -can be traded and their trade volumes and prices can affect stock markets in different ways. It was demonstrated that changes in oil prices could predict stock market return worldwide, 8 whereas the impact that data can have on stock markets is tied to the reliability that companies feeding off the data can project on the general public. 9 Moreover, oil is not a self-sufficient commodity: once refined and transformed its sub-products cannot be reverted to oil. This concept was well summarised by Scaruffi:
[T]he difference between oil and data is that the product of oil does not generate more oil (unfortunately), whereas the product of data (self-driving cars, drones, wearables, etc.) will generate more data (where do you normally drive, how fast/well to drive, who is with you etc.). 10 Differently from oil, not all data is equal. In this sense, data is more comparable to rocks: there are common and inexpensive, and rare and expensive ones. When a piece of information refers to a human being, it becomes per- sonal data. Not all personal data has the same economic value: there are different values, different pieces of information linked to that data which can make it more or less attractive for business operators according to the type of business they are running. 11 For an advertisement company, geographical data on potential customers is valuable: the company might use that information to target its advertisements and promptly show offers from restaurants to nearby potential customers. This geographical data (technically called 'geotag') needs to be placed in the context of activities that a potential customer is carrying out in a determined time and space. Knowing the potential customer is located close to a restaurant whose advertisement can be shown by the advertisement company is valuable data. If the potential customer is hiking in a forest, however, knowing his specific location does not bring any advertising potential, because there are no restaurants nearby to advertise. 12 Data is to be understood in broad terms, and according to Ackoff, is raw and does not have a meaning in itself. 13 In the case of geographical data, latitude and longitude are just numbers, coordinates on a map; when matched with a physical person, they become a geotag, an information conveying that a person is physically located somewhere. Therefore, information is data that has been given a meaning by way of relational connection with other data. 14 The meaningfulness of this information has a different degree of appreciation for the subject making use of it.
Another difference between data and oil is that the latter is a scarce resource, whereas the former is virtually infinite, self-sustainable and self-replicable. To understand these concepts we can imagine a timeline, a sequence of events starting at time 0 and ending at time 10. The actual length between 0 and 10 is not relevant. A barrel of oil will always be a barrel of oil throughout the timeline, or until it is transformed into something else. On the contrary, data and the information held within it changes according to its intended use and with time . For example, a person's name is likely to remain unchanged, but if we consider body temperature, its variation throughout a timeline might reveal other pieces of information, such as that the person has a cold or is performing physical activity. This different degrees of information provided by data allows for an interesting observation: data has both an intrinsic and extrinsic value. The intrinsic value is by virtue of the piece of information carried by the data. In the previous example, it would be the fact that the body has a certain temperature in a specific moment. When that information is, however, put in correlation with the same data from a different moment of the timeline, it allows inferring a new information. 15 For companies it makes sense to collect, aggregate and analyse any kind of data, even the one that, prima facie, does not seem to identify a person or highlight a pattern.
The reason is that this data could prove useful when put in correlation with other data sets: it could show trends and correlations in those data sets where people are identified, thus transforming into personal data the first data set as well. 16 So far, this article has focused on the more theoretical aspects of data and information. Now it is time to apply those aspects to concrete cases. identifier not conceived to collect personal data could be re-engineered into an identifier carrying a high degree of personal identifiability. 28 The practical issue of identifiers and personal data has been presented to better understand the impact of the reasoning followed by the European Court of Justice.
Breyer v. Bundesrepublik Deutschland
In the landmark judgement delivered on 19 October 2016 in Patrick Breyer v. Bundesrepublik Deutschland 29 (Breyer hereinafter), the Court of Justice of the European Union (ECJ hereinafter) determined that dynamic IP addresses constitute personal data in relation to a certain provider, where it has the legal means that would enable it to identify the data subject through additional data held by another provider. The case originated from a request for preliminary ruling from the German Federal Court of Justice (FCJ), in relation to an action brought by Mr. Breyer -a former member of the parliament in Schleswig-Holsteinagainst the Federal Republic of Germany, concerning the registration and storage by the latter of the IP address allocated to him, alongside the date when he accessed several websites run by German federal institutions, the terms entered in the search fields and the quantity of data transferred. Data retained by the German federal institution, no matter how specific, did not allow the identification of Mr. Breyer, thus falling outside the notion of personal data and the protection of the DPD. However, such identification would have been possible if the Internet Service Provider (ISP) had revealed sufficient information to identify the person operating behind a dynamic IP address. 30 Whether static IP addresses should be considered personal data or not was already answered by the ECJ in 2011. In Scarlet Extended, 31 the ECJ concluded that static IP addresses should be considered personal data because they allow the precise identification of the user. 32 According to the Court, there are two elements to consider: one technical and one legal. Technically, the ISP assigns an IP address to a device, and this IP is always the same (static IP); legally, the underlying contract for the Internet service provisioning will be undertaken between the ISP and a natural or legal person, under whose responsibility the connected device is operated. This is why in Scarlet Extended the ECJ based its conclusions on the fact that an injunction by a court 28. See Barth-Jones, above n. 25; and Zuiderveen Borgesius, above n. 25. 29. Breyer, above n. 6. Breyer was ruled under the DPD. Differences with the GDPR will be marked throughout the analysis. 30. An IP address is a logical numeric address assigned to every device connected to a network to identify it. These addresses are assigned by an ISP to a host in a fixed or dynamic fashion. In the former case, a device will always use the same IP address, whereas in the latter case, the IP address is assigned each time the device connects to the network. IP addresses exist to identify a specific device, but they are not necessarily meant to identify the person operating it in a given moment, all the more so when the IP address is a dynamic one. to an ISP to install technical means to analyse the traffic generated by a certain IP address, in order to monitor the use of peer-to-peer software 33 used to infringe intellectual property rights, was precluded by EU data protection law. 34 If the nature and function of static IP addresses are clear, dynamic IP addresses are trickier. The difference in the identifiability features of static and dynamic IP addresses can be understood through an example: if we picture IP addresses as coats of different colours used to identify doctors in a hospital, using a static IP means that each doctor will always wear the same coat; on the contrary, a dynamic IP address entails that each time a doctor enters the hospital's premises, he will be assigned one random coat from the ones available. This latter concept is known in information technology as Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), and it prevents two devices from being assigned the same IP address and thus causing a conflict in the network architecture. That coat alone, however, does not bring sufficient information to enable an identification of the doctor wearing it: it holds a privileged relationship with the data subject, but alone it does not allow its identification. The DPD enshrines in Recital 26 a key principle to ascertain whether an identifier actually allows for the identification of a data subject: the means likely reasonably to be used by the controller or by any other person to identify the data subject. 35 The GDPR provides the same principle in a same-numbered recital, 36 but it adds to it that to consider those means as 'likely reasonably to be used', account should be given of all objective factors, such as costs and the amount of time required for the identification, taking into consideration the available technology at the time of the processing and the technological developments. In a nutshell: feasibility and capability. A technical means is likely reasonably to be used according to the feasibility of its use and the capability of a data controller to use it, which include technical implementation, time and the costs and benefits of doing so. Technical implementation, economic cost and time need to be put in relation to the potential economic benefit of the operation for the data controller. The concept of means likely reasonably to be used generated a large debate in German academia, which polarised around a subjective and an objective criterion. 37 33. Peer-to-peer networking is a distributed computing architecture allowing the partitioning of tasks between different devices (peers) connected to a network, thus allowing a substantial degree of anonymity when sharing files of considerable size. See also R. According to the objective criterion, a person can be identified when, regardless of the capability of a certain data controller to identify him, the identification is feasible by combining data from different sources. The subjective criterion relies on the concrete capability of a certain data controller to make use of its means to identify the data subject. The main difference between the two criteria lies in the relevance given to the data controller. For instance, the sheer size of means available might make all the difference in understanding whether certain data is personal or not for that specific controller. Relativity at its best! In Breyer, the two criteria applied as follows: for the subjective criterion, IP addresses become personal data only when there is the concrete capacity of a provider who has access to that information to use his own resources to identify the data subject (e.g. by performing more correlation with other data sets or even collecting additional data); on less theoretical grounds, by applying the objective criterion, IP addresses become personal data only when a data subject can be concretely identified, regardless of the abilities and the means of a provider to do so. 38 The choice between the two criteria has a fundamental meaning when dealing with dynamic IP addresses. In that case, the means likely reasonably to be used to identify the data subject are allegedly more complex, expensive and time consuming to implement. Thus, if theoretically an identification is possible (subjective criterion), it does not mean that this could happen in practice (objective criterion). The question referred to the ECJ by the German FCJ, however, has a remarkable subjective element. What the FCJ fundamentally asks is if a dynamic IP address stored by an online media provider (i.e. the owner of a website) has to be considered already personal data for that provider, in the case where only a third party has the additional information necessary to identify the data subject 39 which accessed the online media through that dynamic IP address in a specific moment in time. 40 The groundbreaking element of Breyer does not consist in the ECJ's ruling that, under certain conditions, dynamic IP addresses are personal data, but rather in the legal reasoning followed to reach those conclusionsthat same reasoning is applicable mutatis mutandis to similar categories of data and subjects. This reasoning is based on three key elements. 39. Breyer, above n. 6, para. 31. 40. Notably, dynamic IP addresses change at every connection; thus, the reasoning has to be strictly bound to the possibility of identifying a data subject in a specific moment of a timeline.
First, from a technical perspective, dynamic IP addresses belong to the general category of metadata 41 : metadata is not personal data, but may contain data about personal data. For instance, typical metadata applied to personal data would be the date when the personal data surname has been changed in a system. If we strictly apply the binary approach adopted in the DPD or in the GDPR, metadata stays outside the protection provided by EU data protection law, meaning that every processing operation on that metadata is possible, including transfers outside the EU and recombination with other data.
The second element stays in the nature of power used by the German federal institutions to obtain information from the ISP. Public entities can act either in their public capacity, representing the public interest (cum imperio), or as any other legal entity (sine imperio). 42 When acting cum imperio, a public administration does not act as a peer towards its counterparts -it exercises a public power with an outreach not possible for private operators -whereas, acting sine imperio does not entail an exercise of public power and the outreach is the same as any other private operator. In Breyer, the German federal institution acted sine imperio. 43 The third element concerns the outreach of an action sine imperio, which, according to the ECJ, consists of any possible channel not prohibited by law to achieve the desired result. 44 These channels could be, for instance, contractual clauses foreseeing the trading of metadata between two entities acting sine imperio one against the other. 45 Such clauses could be very easily inserted in a service provisioning agreement between different service providers in a contract for Cloud Computing services and, 46 concerning mere metadata, none of the guarantees foreseen by EU data protection law could prevent such trading. 47 The three aforementioned key elements have to be tested within the framework of 'means likely reasonably to be used' provided by Recital 26 of the DPD and GDPR. Earlier we used the terms feasibility and capability, but what the ECJ concluded in a much more complex manner is that the possibility for a data controller to obtain further data from a third party to identify a data subject has to be understood within its capability to do so. In fact, 'that would not be the case if the identification of the data subject was prohibited by law or practically impossible on account of the fact that it requires a disproportionate effort'. 48 Proportionality is another element that has to be accounted for. It entails at least two sub-elements: an effort and a subject performing it. Lifting a hundred kilograms is a remarkable effort for a human, but is a negligible effort for a crane. On those same lines, imposing a certain contractual clause where metadata has to be transferred to a data controller might be a negligible effort, if that data controller is someone the size of Google or Facebook. 49 Moreover, in the proportionality check, a significant role is also played by the reward that those efforts bring. The conclusion of Breyer is that dynamic IP addresses are not personal data per se, but they can become so for a data controller if it has lawful means to obtain any further data that would allow the identification of the data subject. The same reasoning is applicable to any kind of metadata, which brings two questions: I any data potentially personal data? Is the binary notion of personal data adequate to respond to the challenges posed by the complex world of Big Data?
4 Big Data, Anonymisation,
Pseudonymisation and Data Analysis
Breyer shows how data is subject to a double relativity. One relativity aspect concerns the very nature of the data (personal or not) against the means that a controller can put in place to reconstruct that data as personal; in this case, the controller performs an identification. The other relativity (hence double relativity) concerns the effort needed to reconstruct non-personal data as personal, which is not relative to the means used, but to the data controller performing it and to its capacity to do so. To put it in different words, at the beginning of this article I used the example of the timeline, from time 0 to time 10. What Breyer shows is that non-personal data located at time 0 could become personal data in another moment of the timeline, depending on the subjects having access directly or indirectly to it. Moreover, the possibility of non-personal data to mutate its nature depends on the theoretical means that a controller can potentially put in place to do so (if we opt for the subjective criterion), or the means that it actually puts in place, only when it makes use of them (if we opt for the objective criterion).
To add another layer of complexity to this reasoning, we should also take into account the issue of data anonymisation. This practice has been described as the process through which a data controller manipulates data sets in a database in order to make it difficult to identify data subjects. 50 Data anonymisation is also often referred to as 'de-identification'. 51 There are several techniques through which data anonymisation can be achieved, and the difference lies in the cost, complexity, ease of use and robustness. 52 In this sense, we can apply the same proportionality check described for the transformation of metadata in personal data: there will be an initial effort to anonymise personal data, and the anonymisation will be as strong as the effort put in place by the data controller to anonymise that data. Therefore, the robustness of an anonymisation processing is directly proportional to the effort put in place by the data controller, which is also logically impacted by three factors: the degree of robustness that the data controller wants to achieve for those categories of personal data subject to anonymisation; the means likely reasonably to be used to that end and the costs and benefits balance of the anonymisation processing. Today, the possibility of using virtually unlimited computing power resources, thanks to Cloud Computing 53 and accessing data from tremendously big databases called Big Data, is not reserved for big corporations or governments. The very basis of Cloud Computing is its capability of providing enterprise-like services for any kind of user who can afford the price: the more powerful the service, the higher the price. 54 Data anonymisation is surely a privacy-enhancing technology, but it is also a threatening technology for data protection due to the binary notion of personal data and the so-called accretion problem. 55 The accretion problem postulates that once an adversary has linked two anonymised databases together, he can add the newly linked data to his collection of outside information and use it to help unlock other anonymised databases. 56 nobody's rights to data protection or privacy will be violated. From a logical perspective, this is true. The amount of data and metadata present in Big Data, and the simplicity with which they can be computed in a Cloud system by anyone, however, poses a serious risk of reidentification. 57 There is another interesting debate about anonymisation, and it concerns the 'pseudonymisation' technique. Pseudonymisation involves substituting the real identifying information with a code number or a nickname. Article 29 Data Protection Working Party has described it as 'the process of distinguishing identities'. Such a process aims at collecting additional data related to the same individual without having to know his identity. 58 The problem with pseudonymisation is that it gives the false hope of creating a safe harbour from data protection obligations, 59 thus legitimating high-risk processing operations (such as profiling) under the impression that any claim for damages of unlawful processing could be prevented. 60 Also, the GDPR in Article 6(4)(e) provides that pseudonymisation is an appropriate safeguard, 61 at the same level as encryption. 62 In reality, the means likely reasonably to be used are becoming more and more affordable and common thanks to the technologies described earlier. Thus, a correct risk assessment should conclude that re-identification of a data subject is more likely to happen than to retaining a permanent de-identification (or pseudonymisation). It has been argued that current anonymisation techniques do not favour the data subject's right to self-determination, meaning that the degree of freedom that a data subject can exercise on its personal data is very limited. For instance, when personal data is anonymised, a data subject is faced with difficulty already at the stage of identifying that personal data is being processed. Thus, the data subject cannot verify whether its records are getting adequate protection. This kind of dispute is, however, substantially unfounded. Whenever personal information is anonymised, it ceases to be personal. Thus, the data subject does not have any legal right over it. It is for this very reason that the real emphasis should be on the moment right before the anonymisation and on the process of anonymisation itself. Once data is anonymised, it can be transferred without boundaries, and as the European Commission stated in 2009, this is not even considered a data transfer in the legal sense. 63 Moreover, other than giving technical advice and guidance on which anonymisation logic exist and what are some of their risks and advantages, and providing examples on their use, public regulatory bodies, such as national data protection authorities, cannot do much more, as anonymisation relies on complex algorithms that are often subject to intellectual property rights. 64 From a conceptual perspective the distinction between personal and non-personal data is neat; yet, we underlined that this binary approach does not bring a real added value when data protection has to be implemented practically, because the possibilities of identifying a data subject are not the same for every data controller and change according to the circumstances as well. Yet, the legal definition of personal data remains a purely binary one. 65 If, until now, we were able to substantiate our reasoning without the need to dig into Big Data's technicalities, the next set of issues inevitably demands so. Notably, another set of problems strictly linked to the technical aspects of Big Data -conceptually distinct from data anonymisation and very close to data reidentifiabilityare those of data mining and predictive analysis. Data mining is commonly defined as a set of automated techniques used to extract buried or previously unknown pieces of information from large databases. Data mining makes it possible to unearth patterns and relationships, and then use this new information to make proactive, knowledge-driven business decisions. 66 From a data protection perspective, data mining is a processing operation and is neutral: the same data mining techniques can be applied to different databases, whether they contain personal data or not. Business operators are increasingly relying on data mining as it allows them to understand the market better and make better decisions. 67 Moreover, thanks to Cloud Comput- ing, the costs of computing services powerful enough to run data mining algorithms are considerably low. 68 The main issues with data mining are that by mining Big Data, the algorithm can find patterns among data sets, thus unveiling further information that was not originally included in those data sets, and de-anonymise personal data that was previously anonymised. 69 Predictive analysis is a particular type of statistical analysis that can provide, with a certain degree of certainty, answers to certain questions. 70 For instance, by analysing a set of anonymised information, the predictive analysis could tell whether a certain buyer of a product is a man or a woman or if it is a reliable debtor. 71 Once one anonymised information is de-anonymised (remember the accretion problem, and the proportional effort), all the other anonymised information about that (now) identified data subject is immediately correlated to him or her: this is what technically happens behind the curtains of Facebook's shadow profiling. The relativity of personal data, and the ease with which the virtual border between personal and non-personal data can be disregarded, calls for a different approach, a different conception of personal data -one more attuned with the reality of data processing taking place in today's world -a notion of personal data that draws from quantum mechanics.
Overcoming the Notion of Personal Data through Schrödinger's Cat: Quantum Superposition and Quantum Entanglement of Personal Data
Quantum mechanics is a branch of physics developed in the early twentieth century by brilliant minds such as Erwin Schrödinger, Max Planck, Neils Bohr, Albert Einstein and Werner Heisenberg following a series of educated guesses inspired by a thorough knowledge of physics. 72 Quantum theory aimed to describe and explain the behaviour of matter at an atomic and subatomic level, which could not be explained by classical physics, in order to answer very practical questions such as why hot objects glow at a different colour depending on their temperature. This article does not claim to redefine quantum physics or enrich its postulations but humbly aims at borrowing specific observations and applying them to data protection law to check whether they could be of help in ultimately providing a more fitfor-purpose definition of personal data. The basic intuition is that the issue of describing (or measuring) the nature of data as personal or non-personal is very similar to the problems that the illustrious minds behind quantum theory tried to resolve. Bohr wrote, '[A] measurement to a certain degree deprives the information given by a previous measurement of its significance for predicting the future course of the phenomena. Obviously, these facts not only set a limit to the extent of the information obtainable by measurements, but they also set a limit to the meaning which we may attribute to such information'. 73 If we consider a single data in today's interconnected and complex world, its size and velocity of transmission are negligible. Any data (personal or not), regardless of its ability to provide descriptive details of a data subject, is shared between systems at very high speed similar to what happens to protons and electrons in a subatomic system. For the same reason, Bohr concluded that what matters is the unambiguous description of the matter's behaviour, rather than its measurement in a given moment. 74 Our starting point is the conclusion reached by the ECJ in Breyer: data can be personal or non-personal sometimes, according to certain criteria. This emphasises the need to have a notion of personal data capable of providing an unambiguous description, rather than a measurement. The same matter can be better understood through Schrödinger's famous cat experiment. Schrödinger's cat is a thought experiment imagined in 1935 by the physicist Erwin Schrödinger 75 and used to describe two fundamental principles of quantum mechanics: quantum superposition and quantum entanglement. Specifically, the experiment involves a cat in a sealed box with a bottle of poison, a Geiger counter and a radioactive source. The radioactive source has a 50 per cent chance of decaying. As soon as the Geiger counter detects the decay, a mechanism breaks the bottle of poison in the box, killing the cat. It is not possible to know if the cat is dead or alive before opening the box. Thus, the cat, in the timeline of the experiment, is both dead and alive at the same time. This state of matter is described in quantum mechanics as quantum superposition, and it entails that any two or more quantum states (the cat is dead or alive) can be added together (hence the name superposition) and the result will be another valid quantum state (for the cat, that status would be the cat being dead and alive at the same moment). 76 The main difference with binary systems is that in those, the result can only be true or false, 1 or 0, but never both together, whereas in quantum mechanics the result can be 1, 0 or a combination of the two. Quantum superposition could also be understood through the famous heads or tail, where a coin is flipped in the air and the players have to guess on which side the coin is going to land. In a timeline that goes from 0 to 10, where 0 is the moment just before the coin is flipped and 10 is the moment when the coin lands showing one of the two faces, in any moment between 0 and 10 the coin is potentially showing both heads and tail. In our case, the cat or the coin represents data. The fact that the cat is dead or alive or the coin flips on one face or the other represents the fact that data is measured as personal or not. Theoretically, from an observer standpoint, every data not yet identified as personal behaves in the same manner: it is non-personal as long as a data controller does not perform a processing operation suitable of correlating that non-personal data with personal data or an individual, thus converting its nature from non-personal to personal. What puts data in the superposition state is the availability of the means likely reasonably to be used by a data controller to identify a data subject from that data. This is why we used the adverb 'theoretically'. Theoretically, we could envisage a set of non-personal data that is kept isolated from any processing operation capable of putting it in correlation with other databases. This is possible either because that non-personal data is collected and stored in a way to be inaccessible or non-compatible with any other data set (thus preventing reidentification) or just because it is swiftly deleted after having achieved its purpose. It was noted, however, that these cases are an exception rather than the rule. 77 Observing that data is in the quantum superposition state also entails another logical conclusion. Quantum superposition as such is a neutral state: it comprises the case where data becomes personal, but also the opposite, where personal data is anonymised and loses its identification properties. 78 This observation is significant for understanding another concept described by quantum mechanics: quantum entanglement. Quantum entanglement is a very particular quantum mechanical, physical phenomenon 79 in which two particles are so deeply linked that they share the same existence, no matter their physical distance. Once two particles are entangled, even if they are in the superposition status, their measurement will bring the same result. 80 To resume our example of heads or tails, if we flip two coins, and these are entangled, any measurement taken during their spin would lead to the same result: the two coins showing the same face. In the case of data, the entanglement consists in the possibility of linking together information from different data sets and pro-cessing it in a specific time. At the time of processing, if one data becomes personal, then all the other data from different data sets linked to it exhibit quantum entanglement, and they become personal data too. The bond shared by the different data is their possibility of providing a piece of information sufficient to identify differently the data subject. Then, the fact that this data can be put in correlation provides the entanglement that changes the nature of data that was not personal, in a domino-effect fashion. Going back to Breyer, the collection of dynamic IP address and log files by the online media provider consists of specific data on a particular subject's factual circumstances. 81 The data subject has yet to be identified as Mr. Breyer, and the identification becomes possible only when the ISP reveals information sufficient to achieve the identification. The data held by the ISP and the data held by the online media provider are entangled. They are physically distant, because they are stored in two different systems that are not linked physically or logically to one another; once superposition is triggered by the means likely reasonably to be used by the online media provider, the data in the two systems exhibit entanglement and can ultimately be measured as personal data. In other words, the entanglement among all the data present in the two data sets allows for an immediate measurement as personal data when a bridge is built between them: this bridge involves the possibility of putting in correlation one non-personal data from a data set with one personal data from another data set. This operation instantly exposes the entanglement (due to the correlations already made within each database), and all data suddenly becomes personal. Notably, the entanglement -this intangible link or, to use the words of Einstein, this 'spooky action at a distance' 82 -involves the fact that certain data are inherently capable of describing an action, a property or a fact of a data subject. Through this description, data can directly or indirectly contribute to the identification of the data subject. Therefore, the intangible link consists in the fact that all data originates from the same data subject.
Quantum Theory and the GDPR
This long and complicated reasoning explained in the previous sections leads to two important conclusions. First, a correct approach to the notion of personal data should aim at providing an unambiguous description of it, rather than a predetermined measurement. In practice, this means taking into account the fact that data is in the quantum superposition state and could exhibit quantum entanglement. A binary approach fails at grasping these complexities and, above all, fails at describing the true nature of personal data in a world of Big Data and infinite possible processing operations. Quantum superposition and quantum entanglement are a great aid in describing the reality of what can happen to data and personal data when placed in the context of the free-flow of information, and where practically any data controller has access to technical or legal means likely reasonably to be used to achieve the identification of the data subject. Second, rather than measuring the nature of data in a given moment and anchoring to it the applicability of EU data protection law, the focus should be on the processing operations triggering quantum superposition and what surrounds them -meaning that the focus should be on those means likely reasonably to be used to transform non-personal data into personal data. The status (personal or not) of data cannot be measured with sufficient certainty or, better, cannot describe the nature of data unambiguously because that status might change in the future depending on the data controller attempting the identification and its available means. If we assume that most data can potentially become personal, from a risk-regulation perspective, it is safer to assume that data is in the superposition status. The focus then shifts on the means used to entangle data and on the safeguards that should apply to those processing operations. In fact, due to those processing operations data exhibits entanglement and can be measured as personal. On applying quantum superposition to the notion of personal data, the result necessarily moves away from a binary approach and three statuses of data can be observed: personal, non-personal and potentially personal. Personal data is data that has already identified (directly or indirectly) a data subject; non-personal data is data that does not and cannot (even theoretically) identify a data subject; finally, potentially personal data is a residual category, a grey zone, for which identification has not occurred yet, but it has not been excluded either.
If we apply the notion of entanglement to these three new categories, the focus becomes the processing operation that forces data to exhibit quantum entanglement. As a consequence, despite not having measured data as personal in a specific moment, some provisions of the GDPR should be applicable. The rationale behind this consequence lies in the fact that the GDPR foresees obligations and safeguards that could be respected by data controllers without identifying a data subject. This core group of obligations, I argue, would represent a standard for best practice that should be capable of shielding the data controller from liabilities, and possible data subject from damages. 83 Moreover, this conclu-83. The data subject is considered as eventual because its identification has not happened yet, but could happen at a later stage, when the damage has already been caused. It will be always the case, for instance, for the transfer of personal data in a third country that does not provide an adequate level of safeguards according to Chapter V of the GDPR. In sion allows avoiding any measurement a posteriori of data as being personal, similarl to the conclusions of the ECJ in Breyer. Finally, a solution of this kind would be desirable in a legal framework where administrative fines for unlawful processing of personal data could have significant economic consequences, such as reaching €10,000,000 or 2 per cent of the annual turnover of a company. 84 We mentioned earlier this core group of provisions of the GDPR which should be applicable regardless of the measurement of data as personal in a specific moment.
To conclude this section it seems worth presenting a table (Table 1) including these provisions and the rationale behind their applicability.
In conclusion, the core group of provisions listed in Table 1 should provide a fair balance between meeting the need of data controllers to carry out their businesses in a profitable manner without excessive burdens and preventing them from harming data subjects involuntarily. The listed provisions deal with the correct management of data flow in a company and should already be in place for other reasons, mostly linked to the monitoring of the business activities, their profitability and the development of new processing operations.
Concluding Remarks
The purpose of this article has been to demonstrate that, despite the best intentions to regulate personal data in a stringent manner, its legal notion has very practical implications. We live in a world dominated by data exchanges, where the saying 'If you are not paying for it, then you are the product' is dramatically fitting. The Cambridge Analytica scandal showed that the possibility of transforming data into personal data is very real, and Breyer demonstrated its legal implications. In both cases, the binary notion of personal data seemed to be a weak tool to determine the applicability of EU data protection law.
this case, (not yet personal) data can be legally transferred; yet, when that data is used for the identification of the data subject or to enrich a profiling operation that has already taken place, the ultimate result is that the data subject is damaged, but has no legal claim over the data controller that performed the transfer. 84. Art. 83(4) of the GDPR. That amount can be doubled easily according to paras. 5 and 6 of the same article, in case where a company bases its core business on processing data, which only afterwards reveals to be processing of personal data. In fact, paras. 5 and 6 deal with specific cases where either the processing operation went too far and the data subject is irremediably damaged by this or the data controller does not comply with an order of the supervisory authority. In the case where the processing of data is based on the wrong assumption that the data processed is not personal, it is very common to have data transfers towards third countries outside the guarantees of Chapter V. Thus, the processing operations are also engineered on that wrong assumption, and redesigning them is a process that necessarily takes a certain amount of time, during which the company can easily be put out of business.
Similar to the problems that physicists had to solve when quantum theory was developed, the notion of personal data has to describe unambiguously the behaviour of personal data in a real-world scenario. The consequences of not doing so are to be mistaken by the measurement of data as personal (or not) in a specific moment, with the certainty that such a result could be reversed at a later stage. This is all the more so when the whole applicability of EU data protection rules depends on that measurement. The article shows that quantum theory may provide a better point of view, thus enabling the selection of a number of core provisions of the GDPR to avoid the detriment of data subjects, who could suffer damages, and of data controllers, which will have to pay for those damages.
Tabel 1 Core group of GDPR provisions

Points (b), (c), (d) and (f) of Article 5(1):
Article 5 deals with the principles related to the processing of personal data. In particular, the principles of purpose limitation, data minimisation, accuracy and integrity and confidentiality should be applicable. In turn, those provisions that are strictly related to the presence of a data subject (or the possibility of identifying it) have been excluded. 85 The reasoning is that the data controller might deal with data for which he does not have means likely reasonably to be used to identify the data subject, and may be completely unaware of the fact that that data could lead to the identification of a data subject. 86 On the contrary, the principles we identified as applicable are related to the design of the processing operations and prevent reckless processing of data.
Point (f) of paragraph 1 and paragraph 4 of Article 6:
Article 6 deals with the lawfulness of processing. Although we deemed as not necessary the provision under point (a) of Article 5(1), the lawfulness referred to in point (f) of Article 6(1) refers to the legitimate interests pursued by the data controller, for instance, its freedom to conduct business. Article 6(4) enriches Article 6(1) and sets further limitations to the processing operations, which include an assessment of the compatibility of the reasons for the further processing, of the need to use encryption or pseudonymisation and an evaluation of the type of data that is being further processed.
Point (f) of Article 14(2):
While Article 14 entails the existence of an identified data subject, the overall goal of the article can be understood from Recital 30 of the GDPR. The idea is that the data controller has to keep track of the personal data it processes. If we apply quantum superposition, and we accept the conclusion that data could turn into personal data at some point, then the data controller should always keep track of where it gets data, where it sends it for further processing, from how long that data is kept and if it transfers it outside the EU.
Section I of Chapter IV, Articles 24 to 31:
Section I of Chapter IV, Articles 24 to 31 establish the obligations between data controllers and data processors. The relationship between the two is fundamental to establishing a good model of governance for the processing operation because although the data processor processes data on behalf of the data controller, it might have a certain degree of flexibility in how certain operations are technically performed.
Article 33:
Article 33 on the notification of data breach towards authorities should be applicable every time a data controller is not able to demonstrate that the data processed under its responsibility is non-personal data according to the notion we provided earlier, meaning that the data breach notification should be performed every time the controller has not taken steps to ensure that the data processed is non-personal data. Data protection authorities should be put in the position of knowing whether a breach of data that is potentially personal could lead different entities, such as cybercriminals, to use the breached data sets with other data sets and ultimately identify data subjects. 87 85 In particular, the principle of lawfulness, fairness and transparency and the principle of storage limitation entail obligations that are determined by the data subject. For instance, those two principles will be applied in a very different manner if the data subject is an adult or a minor. 86 If we consider that data is in the superposition status, and the data controller did not take any measure to make sure that data falls in the non-personal data category, then it is legitimate to conclude that another data controller might get access to that data in superposition and make use of its means to combine it with other personal data and ultimately make the data in superposition exhibit entanglement, thus transforming it into personal data. 87 The accretion problem as such is a neutral process and can be used for legitimate or illegitimate purposes.
